Medical Malpractice Reform

Introduction

A tort is a wrongful act, injury or damage for which the person harmed can seek monetary compensation in civil court. Medical malpractice occurs when patients are harmed by the error or negligence of health care providers. Physicians and hospitals carry liability insurance to pay malpractice claims. If the parties do not agree on the amount of compensation for an injury, a lawsuit is the traditional American way of settling the dispute.

In theory, the right to sue should ensure that injured patients receive compensation, and the adversarial justice system should ensure that only patients who are harmed by negligence receive compensation. However, the evidence suggests that the reality is far different. According to the Harvard Medical Practice Study, the vast majority of all instances of malpractice never lead to a lawsuit; of the suits that are filed, a significant number do not involve malpractice; and juries do not always make the right decisions: Less than 2 percent of patients (or the families of patients) who are negligently injured ever file a malpractice claim; and even fewer are compensated.

Nonetheless, malpractice litigation is pervasive. In fact, most doctors are sued at least once during their career, and one-fourth of physicians are sued annually. Most malpractice cases are settled out of court, but 10 percent to 20 percent go to trial.

These outcomes are a result of the incentives of physicians and hospitals, and of patients and attorneys, under the tort liability system. In theory, the potential financial cost of a tort judgment gives physicians and hospitals an incentive to avoid errors; but in fact community-rated insurance (where physicians in a specialty are generally charged the same premiums regardless of their individual claims record) financially insulates negligent doctors from catastrophic judgments by shifting their claims cost to other physicians. At the same time, the threat of litigation encourages physicians to practice medicine defensively — ordering unnecessary tests and procedures that add to health costs.

"Most doctors are sued at least once during their career, and one-fourth of physicians are sued annually."
care costs, even though they do little to reduce errors or improve patient outcomes. The threat of litigation also discourages physicians and hospitals from disclosing information about potential errors, making it difficult to improve the quality of health care.

To reduce these costs and improve the quality of health care, Congress has made several attempts to pass malpractice reforms without much success. Many states have proceeded with their own reforms. Some of these have been successful, while others have had little effect. There is general agreement, however, that an efficient system of compensating injured patients would 1) compensate every patient (potentially) who is harmed by a medical error; 2) compensate patients fully; 3) minimize the cost of determining compensation; and 4) encourage health care providers and patients to act in ways that reduce the frequency of errors.

Medical Errors and Health Care Quality

Some observers claim there is an “epidemic of malpractice,” based on estimates of medical errors and the number of errors classified as negligence. Others claim that it is litigation, not malpractice, that is far too common. Which view is right? In order to determine whether there is too much or too little malpractice litigation, it is necessary to determine how efficient the tort liability system is in compensating patients who are injured by medical errors, and how efficient the system is in denying malpractice compensation for poor treatment outcomes that are not due to provider negligence.

Adverse Events. There are risks inherent in any type of medical treatment and in any hospital stay. The number of patients harmed in the course of treatment is a widespread concern. For example, an estimated two million patients suffer hospital-acquired infections each year. However, since there is no uniform system for reporting incidents in which a patient is harmed, estimates of the number of patient injuries due to medical error depend on the definitions used by researchers.

The influential Harvard Medical Practice Study defined a medical error as “an injury that was caused by medical management (rather than the underlying disease) and that prolonged the hospitalization, produced a disability at the time of discharge or both.” The Harvard researchers found some of these injuries were due to negligence, which they defined as medical care that “failed to meet the standards expected of a typical medical practitioner.” In other words, a patient was harmed by careless treatment. The researchers estimated that 2.9 percent of hospital patients in Colorado and Utah, and 3.7 percent of hospital patients in the state of New York experienced adverse events in 1984.

An Institute of Medicine (IOM) report, To Err Is Human, applied these Harvard estimates to patients nationwide. The IOM concluded:
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- Nationwide, 4 million to 5 million hospitalized patients are harmed by medical errors each year.
- Some 44,000 to 98,000 Americans die each year in hospitals as a result of medical errors.

Some experts think flaws in the Harvard study led the IOM to overestimate the number of injuries and deaths from medical errors. Others think the IOM report understates the likely number of deaths and injuries.

Medical Errors and Negligence. Experts disagree on which medical errors should be classified as negligence. Using its definition of negligence (substandard care), the Harvard Medical Practice Study concluded that more than one-fourth of adverse events were due to negligence.

Some dispute this estimate. The Harvard study involved the review of about 30,000 randomly selected hospital records by two physicians. The physicians often disagreed on whether or not to attribute an adverse event to negligence, but classified arguable incidents as negligence. And medical errors were put in the same category as negligent acts by physicians, even when doctors were not directly involved. For example, a “slip and fall” in a hospital corridor, over which a physician may have little control, was lumped in the same category as a surgical error, over which a physician has direct control.

Researchers Robert Wachter and Kaveh Shojania say medical errors can be divided into two categories:

1) Active errors by doctors, nurses or other workers, such as giving the wrong amount of medication during an emergency procedure.

2) Latent errors, such as poor equipment maintenance or design, or poorly organized health care delivery, such as failing to adequately follow up on a patient’s diabetes or high blood pressure.

While active errors are usually detected quickly, systemic, latent errors are more difficult to detect because they are beyond the control of individual caregivers.

Hospitals have been able to reduce the frequency of some active errors. For example, take deaths resulting from anesthesia during surgery. In the early 1980s, after widespread reports of anesthesia-related deaths and skyrocketing malpractice premiums, safety procedures were improved and deaths dropped sharply. Similarly, news reports and litigation surrounding “wrong-site surgery” led the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations to promulgate guidelines requiring surgeons to mark surgical sites beforehand.

However, hospitals have been slow to make more comprehensive changes to hospital-wide systems that contribute to medical errors. For example, handwritten prescriptions are a major source of medical errors; nearly 200,000 adverse drug events occur each year in hospitals due to manual order...
Electronic medical records (EMRs) could greatly reduce medical errors, but less than one in five physicians and only one in four hospitals use them.  

**Effects of Tort Liability**

Malpractice litigation ostensibly aims to compensate those who are injured, to hold doctors and other health care providers accountable for errors, and to improve health care by changing physicians’ behavior to avoid future lawsuits. There is evidence the malpractice system does a poor job of meeting these goals, although it raises health care costs and reduces the quality of care.

**The Compensation System for Victims Is Inefficient.** The Harvard Medical Practice Study also found that of the cases in which negligence occurred, less than 2 percent of individuals are ever compensated. Furthermore, one of the Harvard Practice researchers, David Studdert, led a newer study of closed claims among five liability insurers that found:

- Of 1,452 malpractice claims filed, one-third did not involve medical errors.
- However, of the 889 claims filed that involved injury due to medical errors, about 27 percent were not compensated.
- Furthermore, plaintiffs receive less than half of every dollar (46 cents) recovered through settlements or jury verdicts; the rest covers claimants’ attorneys’ fees, court administrative costs and defense costs. [See Figure I.]

---

**FIGURE 1**

**Breakdown of Plaintiff’s Compensation**

(per dollar)

---

“Malpractice victims receive less than half of every dollar of compensation.”

Many patients (and their families) who believe they have been harmed may be deterred from pursuing claims by the cost, time and stress of litigation compared to the damages they are likely to recover. Those with limited financial resources must find attorneys who take cases for contingency fees (meaning the attorney is paid from the award or settlement money). Attorneys who usually work for a percentage of the award have an incentive to take only lucrative cases and avoid those with small potential fees.

The Cost of Malpractice Insurance Is Rising. Malpractice litigation has not only become more pervasive, but more costly to doctors. Over a six-year period, the median jury award doubled from one-half million dollars to $1 million in 2000.23 [See Figure II.]

As a result of the increasing litigation and rising jury payouts, physicians’ malpractice insurance premiums have risen precipitously:

- The median malpractice insurance premium rose 13 percent from 2003 to 2005, faster than the increase in total health care spending per capita.24
- Premium increases for certain specialties were much higher — for example, premiums increased 165 percent for obstetricians/gynecologists, 220 percent for internists and 235 percent for general surgeons. [See Figure III.]
Premiums for some specialties average well over $100,000 a year, and in some regions are much higher. Florida’s largest insurer, for instance, charges a base rate of $201,000 annually for obstetricians and gynecologists in Dade County (Miami), twice the amount it charges OB/GYNs in the rest of the state. Moreover, premiums in Dade County increased 75 percent for general surgeons from 1999 to 2002. By comparison, malpractice premiums for general surgeons in Minnesota increased only 2 percent over the same period. The variation in premiums tends to reflect variations in insurance costs.

Insurance Markets Are Less Competitive. Some critics argue that malpractice insurers are responsible for rising premiums and health care costs. During the 1960s and 1970s, physicians successfully pressured states to regulate increases in insurance premiums. As a result, many insurance companies left the market, creating a shortage of insurance providers. In some areas, no providers remained. In spite of efforts to keep premiums low, they increased during the 1980s and 1990s.

According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office, the number of malpractice insurance carriers has fallen since 1999 due to declining profitability. Higher losses have forced many insurers to leave the medical malpractice market, resulting in fewer suppliers and less price competition. The St. Paul Companies, once the nation’s largest medical malpractice insurer, stopped underwriting all medical malpractice insurance by 2002.

*FIGURE III*

**Average Annual Malpractice Premiums (1992-2002)**

“Malpractice insurance costs are especially high for some specialties.”

Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the *Medical Liability Monitor*.
In addition, malpractice insurance premiums are usually community rated, meaning all physicians in a particular specialty or geographic area pay the same rate. Community rating shifts the cost of errors (higher premiums) and the financial reward of avoiding errors from the individual to the group. This reduces the financial incentive of doctors to invest in quality-improving measures (such as electronic medical recordkeeping).

Surveys of physicians in several states have found that almost two-thirds of physicians would react to a rise in malpractice premiums by increasing their patient caseloads, presumably in order to raise their incomes to compensate for higher costs. About 47 percent of physicians said they would delay or cancel outlays for capital improvements in their offices.\textsuperscript{31} Higher caseloads and reduced investment in such things as computerized patient records and new diagnostic equipment can affect the quality of health care.

**Patient Fees Are Higher.** Who pays the cost of medical malpractice premiums? The evidence suggests that physicians are able to pass on the increasing cost of malpractice premiums to patients without sustaining a permanent reduction in their net incomes. Researchers Patricia Danzon, Mark Pauly and Raynard Kington found that between 1976 and 1983, during a period of rapidly rising premiums, patient fees increased about 10 percent per year, while physicians’ net incomes changed very little.\textsuperscript{32} This still seems to be the case. Using data from 1994, 1998 and 2002, Pauly and his colleagues found that higher malpractice premiums do not significantly reduce physicians’ incomes. Rather, physicians offset rising premiums by increasing their fees and the quantity of services.\textsuperscript{33}

**Doctors Practice Defensive Medicine.** The malpractice tort system raises health care costs by encouraging unnecessary tests and treatments. A 2002 survey by Aetna reports that 79 percent of physicians ordered more tests than they felt were necessary in order to protect themselves from malpractice suits.\textsuperscript{34}

The cost of defensive medicine is difficult to determine, but the most commonly accepted estimate is substantial. In 2002, economists Daniel Kessler and Mark McClellan examined survey data on the effects of defensive medicine on physician productivity, as well as its impact on health outcomes for heart patients.\textsuperscript{35} They used Medicare claims data from 1984 to 1994 for two types of patients: those who were hospitalized with acute myocardial infarction (AMI), and those with ischemic heart disease (IHD).\textsuperscript{36} Kessler and McClellan found:

- A 1 percentage point increase in the probability of a physician defending against a claim results in a 2.4 percent increase in treatment expenditures for AMI patients, and a 1.6 percent increase for IHD patients per year following each patient’s hospital admission.
A 1 percentage point increase in a physician’s probability of paying a claim in any given year results in a 4.3 percent increase in treatment expenditures for AMI patients, and a 2.9 percent increase for IHD patients.

Overall, Kessler and Mark McClellan found that about 5 percent to 9 percent of total health care expenditures on myocardial and ischemic heart disease patients are due to defensive medicine costs.  

Treatment for heart disease is widespread, with hundreds of thousands of procedures performed annually in the United States. Thus, other researchers have felt comfortable extrapolating these results to the health care system as a whole.

Applying the Kessler and McClellan estimates to total U.S. health care spending, total defensive medicine costs were about $100 billion to $178 billion in 2005, the most recent year for which data are available.

In addition, the consulting firm Towers Perrin estimates the cost of defending against malpractice claims, paying compensation and added administrative costs were about $29.4 billion in 2005 and are increasing by about 11 percent annually.

Combining these two estimates, in 2006 the medical tort system added at least 6 percent, or $191 billion, to the cost of health care — roughly $1,700 to $2,000 a year for every household in America.

The practice of defensive medicine carries risks. Take cesarean sections, for example. In the United States, about 29 percent of all births are performed via C-sections. Although C-sections are recommended for a variety of medical reasons, such as high-risk pregnancies, medical experts believe many more are performed than necessary. Based on the number of high- and low-risk pregnancies in the population, medical experts say that the C-section rate should be no greater than 15 percent of all births. Furthermore, the use of C-sections varies widely across the country and is especially prevalent in some localities known to be particularly litigious (for example, see the discussion below regarding El Paso, Texas). Experts suggest the widespread use of C-sections is due to obstetricians practicing defensive medicine — performing surgery so that they cannot be accused of withholding potentially beneficial treatment in the event a child is born with a medical condition. For example, a 2003 analysis of New Jersey births showed that cesarean births reduced the risk of uterine rupture for some women. But defensive C-sections also carry risks; the same study found that C-sections slightly increase the incidence of brain hemorrhage in infants delivered by less-experienced physicians. C-sections also require longer hospital stays, which increase the risk of infection.
A Growing Shortage of Medical Specialists. The American Medical Association reports that 21 states are in “crisis” due to the malpractice liability climate. The frequency and severity of lawsuits and judgments imposes costs on physicians who are innocent of wrongdoing. Physicians have an incentive to avoid high-risk surgeries and specializations, particularly obstetrics. As a result, according to the AMA, “patients are losing access to care because the nation’s out-of-control legal system is forcing physicians in some areas of the country to retire early, relocate or give up performing high-risk medical procedures.” Furthermore, because malpractice insurance premiums are community-rated, premiums are not risk-rated according to the characteristics of the individual physician, such as age, experience and claims frequency. Furthermore, physicians are charged the same premiums regardless of their patient loads, so older physicians, in particular, have an incentive to retire rather than practice part-time and pay the same premiums as full-time physicians. Thus, the only way physicians can lower their insurance class rating and premiums is to avoid risky surgeries and medical specialties.

The malpractice system, which encourages physicians either to avoid certain specialties or to retire, is affecting the supply of physicians, particularly specialists. Researcher Robert Quinn found that in various states:

- The number of family physicians practicing obstetrics declined by over 11 percent from 1987 to 1992, and the number of family physicians performing surgical procedures declined 4 percent.
- In addition, Quinn found that the number of physicians practicing obstetrics in a state declines by 0.9 percent for every $1,000 rise in the state’s insurance premiums.

Similarly, a 2003 nationwide survey found that 43 percent of neurosurgeons no longer perform surgeries considered “high-risk,” such as brain aneurysms and complex spinal surgery, for fear of litigation. These outcomes obviously have the potential to greatly reduce health care quality and access to care.

State Malpractice Insurance Reforms

Some states have attempted to limit rising liability premiums through various insurance reforms, including strict regulation of insurance companies, state-administered funds, no-fault insurance and opt-out provisions, among other measures. But which (if any) of these measures have been truly effective?

Insurance Market Regulations. Advocates of insurance reform point to California’s Proposition 103 as a successful government intervention in the insurance market. Passed by California voters in 1988, Prop 103 imposed the strictest regulations in the country on the insurance market. It required

“Shortages are appearing in specialties at high risk of malpractice lawsuits.”
property and casualty insurance companies to roll back rates to 20 percent less than they were as of November 8, 1987. It also required the state’s elected insurance commissioner to approve all annual rate increases, and mandated public notice for all proposed rate increases. Finally, Prop 103 authorized bank holding companies to sell insurance, ostensibly broadening the insurance market.

However, the results of California’s tightly regulated insurance market on malpractice premiums is debatable, particularly since it is difficult to determine which reforms account for the state’s success in moderating insurance premiums: the new insurance regulations or previously adopted limits on noneconomic damages. [California’s caps on noneconomic damages are discussed below under “State Tort Reforms.”]

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) examined malpractice insurance premiums for three categories of medical specialty in specific California, Florida and Nevada counties known to be more litigious than surrounding areas. Like California, Nevada requires approvals for rate hikes, but Florida has what is known as a “use and file” procedure, which allows rate hikes as long as they are first filed with the insurance commissioner and do not deviate from the original filing.

The GAO found that premium increases in southern California over an eight-year period were much smaller than those in Dade County, Fla., and Las Vegas-Clark County, Nev., for the three specialties studied: general surgery, internal medicine and obstetrics/gynecology [see Figure IV]. Indeed, by 2000, California’s insurance premiums for internists had risen only 60 percent, compared to 100 percent for Dade County and 150 percent for Clark County. Recognizing that all three areas are highly litigious, some observers, such as the Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer Rights, attribute California’s lower premiums to strict regulation of the state’s insurance market via Prop. 103.

However, the California Medical Association is skeptical about the effect of Prop.103 on premium growth. The law does not apply to about half of the state’s medical malpractice insurance market, which consists of hospitals that self-insure and physician-owned nonprofit insurance companies. Moreover, Prop. 103 was subject to a series of court battles and did not take full effect until the mid-1990s. By then, insurance companies had rolled back effective rates by more than the 20 percent required by Prop. 103.

Patient Compensation Funds. Nine states have patient compensation funds (PCFs), which are insurance pools that provide compensation to injured patients above the minimum liability insurance policies the states require physicians and facilities to purchase. For instance, Indiana requires physicians to be insured for up to $250,000 per claim paid (or a total of $750,000 annually). Any malpractice judgment or settlement above these limits comes from the state’s PCF. PCFs do not cover punitive (noneconomic) damages, how-
The funds are financed through annual insurance premium surcharges or assessments paid by physicians and hospitals.

Patient compensation funds ostensibly give both insurers and physicians incentives to remain in the market, by limiting the damages for which they are liable. How effective are they? In a 2004 analysis of the nine existing state PCFs, Frank Sloan and several researchers found inconclusive data regarding PCFs’ effectiveness in reducing the cost of medical malpractice insurance. However, one of the study surveys found that both physicians and insurers thought that states with PCFs were more attractive to private insurers because PCFs limit potential losses.

**No-Fault Insurance.** Two states, Florida and Virginia, have limited no-fault medical malpractice insurance. In no-fault systems, claimants are not required to prove negligence by physicians or health care facilities. Both states’ programs cover only birth-related neurological injuries, but Virginia’s eligibility requirements for compensation are slightly stricter. Florida claimants can choose between no-fault or tort, whereas Virginia claimants must first go through the no-fault system before pursuing litigation. In both states, patients who experience a bad outcome can receive a pre-established amount of compensation through the no-fault program. These two programs are state-funded through provider fees. In spite of their similarities, the programs have

---

“California capped tort awards for noneconomic damages and regulated malpractice premiums.”

---

**FIGURE IV**

**Premium Growth in Litigious Counties**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OB/GYNs</th>
<th>Internists</th>
<th>General Surgeons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern California</td>
<td>120%</td>
<td>160%</td>
<td>120%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las Vegas-Clark County, Nev.</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>140%</td>
<td>120%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dade County, Fla.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>120%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations based on data from the *Medical Liability Monitor*. 

[54] "California capped tort awards for noneconomic damages and regulated malpractice premiums."
produced different results. According to a Duke University study by Frank Sloan and colleagues:

- Virginia residents were 22 times more likely to first file a no-fault claim, rather than go through the tort system.
- Floridians were more likely than Virginians to sue, rather than to drop the case, if they were denied compensation through the no-fault system.
- The combined average economic loss payout for a no-fault claim was $318,000, compared to an average payout of $214,000 for cases litigated through the tort system.
- In both states, lawyers’ fees under no-fault were a much smaller proportion of payouts — about $2,981, or 1.5 percent of no-fault payouts, versus $256,375, or 48.1 percent of awards through the tort system — because depositions and expert witnesses are not required in no-fault cases.

Why did similar systems produce different results? Unlike Virginia, in Florida plaintiffs who are dissatisfied with the outcome under no-fault can file a tort lawsuit. However, in both states no-fault appears to reduce the number of tort claims that would otherwise have been filed. Also, despite the expectation that no-fault insurance would reduce the need for lawyers, most no-fault claimants retain lawyers, probably to help them through the administrative hearing process.

Case Study: Choosing Between No-Fault and Tort. The Duke University study also found that patients were more likely to file lawsuits when the care was substandard and a number of errors were made. Two obstetricians evaluated the medical records of the Florida and Virginia claimants. The results:

- Of the 171 cases in which no claims were filed, the evaluators consider the care received to be of “poor overall quality” in only about 8 percent.
- Of the 65 cases filed first under no-fault, evaluators determined that about 24 patients (37 percent) received poor quality care.
- Of the 26 cases filed through the tort system, evaluators determined that 15 patients (58 percent) received poor quality care.
- The evaluators found that, on the average, there were nearly three times as many medical errors per case filed under the tort system as under the no-fault system.

These results suggest that patients filed lawsuits when their case was strong and used the no-fault alternative when the probability of winning a lawsuit was lower or the potential tort pay-off was smaller.
Case Study: Physician Practice Patterns under No-Fault. Sloan and his colleagues also examined the effect of Florida’s and Virginia’s no-fault programs on the practice patterns of experienced obstetricians with established practices. They found:

- Forty-two percent of the obstetricians had been named as defendants in a malpractice suit between 1990 and 1995.
- More than 90 percent were enrolled in no-fault insurance, and 13 percent reported that one of their patients had been compensated by no-fault insurance.
- Of the individuals who quit practicing obstetrics entirely, 39 percent cited as a reason the implicit costs (time, damaged reputation) from the “threat of being sued.”
- Only 8 percent cited the rising cost of malpractice insurance.

Some physicians reduced their caseload of high-risk patients, such as diabetics, who are more likely to experience complications; 29 percent of the physicians who reduced their caseloads cited the increased threat of medical malpractice litigation as the reason.

Generally, the Florida and Virginia no-fault systems are effective in compensating individuals without the hassle and cost of litigation, but the programs are too limited in scope, particularly in Florida, to replace tort. No-fault systems may also reduce the cost of resolving less egregious cases.

Efficiency in a No-Fault System. In the 1970s, the Swedish government determined that the tort system was a costly and unreliable way to compensate victims of medical injury. The owners and funders of the nation’s health care system (the Federation of County Councils) negotiated a “no-fault” agreement that would provide compensation for specific types of patient injuries, without a determination of responsibility for the injury.

The Swedish model determines compensation based on the occurrence of an “avoidable” injury, which is determined by the answers to these questions: Did medical management cause the adverse event? Was treatment appropriate or acceptable according to a medical standard? Was the injury avoidable? If a patient outcome was adverse, but could not have been avoided even under acceptable treatment standards, the patient is not compensated. The avoidability standard does not impose as high a threshold as negligence, but it is a higher threshold than simply compensating patients for all adverse outcomes.

Compared to tort, the Swedish no-fault system is efficient. Claims are managed by adjustors in a central office in Stockholm, who determine the patient’s eligibility for compensation. The claim is then forwarded to a board of physicians who manage the compensation fund and determine payments. Once a claim is made, the average resolution time is only six months. Furthermore, administrative costs amount to only 18 percent of the cost of pay-
outs, compared to almost 50 percent in the U.S. tort system. Compensation is awarded through periodic payments or annuities.\textsuperscript{65}

Would such a system reduce costs compared to the current U.S. tort system? Researchers from the Harvard School of Public Health applied the Swedish criteria for a compensable injury to 15,000 medical records from Utah and Colorado. They found:\textsuperscript{66}

- In Utah, a Swedish no-fault system would cost about the same as the state’s tort system ($55 million to $60 million), but would compensate roughly six times as many patients — 1,465 compared to 210 to 240 under tort.

- In Colorado, no-fault would cost more than the tort system, $110 million versus $82 million, but would compensate more patients (973 compared to 270 to 300).

In other words, the Swedish model is more efficient, based on the cost per compensated individual. However, compensation costs are rising in countries with no-fault systems, such as Sweden and New Zealand, and those countries are limiting the conditions under which injuries can be compensated.

\textit{Is No-Fault Auto Insurance a Model for Medical Compensation Reform?} In a no-fault auto insurance system, each driver’s insurance company compensates him for accidents involving other drivers, regardless of who is at fault. Motorists have the option of suing for damages for severe injuries, but only under the strictest threshold. Twelve states currently have no-fault auto insurance, but three of them still allow motorists to sue under some circumstances.\textsuperscript{67}

Expanding the concept of no-fault insurance to medicine could be problematic, according to Patricia Danzon.\textsuperscript{68} First, events that are compensable under no-fault auto insurance are usually clear-cut, whereas deciding which medical events are eligible for compensation may be difficult due to pre-existing conditions that increase treatment risks, such as pregnant women who are diabetic. Simply compensating patients for bad outcomes without determining negligence could increase costs to the system. Additionally, says Danzon, even if compensable injuries were clearly defined and quickly compensated, there will always be cases that fall slightly outside the defined boundary and hence are likely to create some litigation.\textsuperscript{69} In fact, the cases that come to trial are those where it is unclear whether medical treatment caused the injuries, since insurers have an incentive to settle cases of obvious malpractice out of court.

Finally, there is mixed evidence regarding the effect of no-fault automobile insurance on accident rates. A comprehensive RAND Corp. study that compared no-fault states to tort states found overall 1976 to 1998 accident rates and fatalities were similar, after controlling for other contributing factors.
Furthermore, there was no evidence that no-fault policies increased negligent behavior by drivers; in fact, accidents caused by negligence were about 2 percent lower in no-fault states. Finally, there was no significant difference between auto insurance premiums in no-fault states and premiums in tort states.70

Based on the experience of no-fault auto insurance, it appears that no-fault medical malpractice insurance by itself would neither reduce error rates nor increase physician negligence.

**Enterprise Liability.** Some advocate combining no-fault insurance with enterprise liability, which holds health care organizations — such as hospitals, health plans and physician groups — liable for their physicians and staff. While hospitals are typically held liable for the actions of their staff, the courts have usually ruled that physicians with admitting privileges are not hospital employees. Enterprise liability would theoretically increase organizational incentives to reduce medical errors. It was a part of the Clinton administration’s proposed universal health plan in 1993, but met vigorous opposition from all sides. But as managed care has become widespread, enterprise liability has become a more accepted concept.

Enterprise liability would provide many benefits. First, it would reduce “defensive medicine” practices and costs since physicians would be legally immune from lawsuits, and it would encourage the adoption of practice guidelines by physicians and health care enterprises.71 Additionally, enterprise liability would improve the efficiency of the court system. In about 25 percent of malpractice court cases, there is more than one defendant, and enterprise liability would reduce transaction costs between parties in either settling or defending against a claim. Similarly, Michelle Mello recommends aggregating individual physicians into larger enterprises, such as a hospital, hospital network or a health plan. The enterprise would carry malpractice insurance for all of its employees and practitioners.72 Physicians working for or affiliated with a hospital would be not be individually liable, except in the case of intentional misconduct. But they would pay a surcharge to the hospital in exchange for the hospital’s accepting liability.73 Currently, the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies in New York and Harvard Medical Institutions in Boston cover their physicians’ malpractice costs by self-insuring.74 Holding hospitals and health care institutions liable for the actions of physicians and staff would encourage the identification and correction of errors resulting from system failures.

**Experience Rating.** Experience rating of medical liability insurance is the opposite of community rating: Physicians are charged premiums based on their age, experience and number of adverse events. According to David Studdert and Troy Brennan, experience rating would work well with no-fault insurance because it would pressure health care providers to take error preven-
tion measures. They point to similar rating systems in workers’ compensation, where the possibility of higher insurance premiums puts financial pressure on firms to exercise safety in the workplace. While there is little data available on the effect of experience rating in the medical field, data from auto insurance and worker’s compensation indicates that drivers and employers are more likely to take precautions when their premiums are tied to claims history.

In order to study the effects experience rating would have on medical liability insurance premiums, economists Gary M. Fournier and Melayne Morgan McInnes examined claims data and premium rates for Florida physicians between 1989 and 1992. They found:

- Seventy percent of anesthesiologists would pay lower premiums if they were experience-rated.
- Between 60 percent and 70 percent of OB/GYNs would pay lower premiums under experience rating, cutting premiums for some by half.

Most physicians would benefit because experience rating reduces the cross-subsidies inherent in community rating — where physicians with fewer claims are overcharged and physicians with more claims are undercharged.

**Opt-Out Provisions.** Only seven states require physicians to purchase liability insurance. In other states, doctors are opting out of liability insurance coverage and self-insuring — known as “going bare.” Going bare provides advantages: It is often cheaper than malpractice premiums, and in Florida the law protects physicians’ homes, retirement plans, life insurance and salaries from legal judgments. Self-insured physicians also may have a greater incentive to avoid negligent behavior, since they are personally responsible for damages. In Florida, for example, doctors who are financially unable to pay damages due to financial inability can have their licenses revoked by the state medical board.

Although few physicians are “going bare,” the American Medical Association predicts a growing number of doctors will do so and has even dropped its recommendation against the practice. Hospitals, which carry their own liability insurance, often require physicians to have liability insurance as a condition for granting staff privileges.

### State Tort Reforms

Every state has considered tort system reforms, either alone or in conjunction with insurance market reforms, and most have changed their systems in recent years. Kessler and McClellan concluded that tort-reform states could expect to reduce medical costs by 3 percent to 6 percent a year without affecting health outcomes, especially in elderly patients.
Damage Caps. The most popular tort reform measure is to limit, or cap, monetary awards for noneconomic damages, commonly known as “pain and suffering.” There is no objective basis for the amounts juries award for pain and suffering, and other types of noneconomic awards, such as punitive damages. Therefore, caps on noneconomic damages are a popular state tort reform, and some experts argue that noneconomic damages should be completely eliminated. [See the sidebar on “Noneconomic Damages.”]

Several studies have examined the effect of damage caps on physicians’ and insurers’ behaviors.

Effect of Damage Caps on Claim Payouts and Types of Injuries. California’s Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act (MICRA) of 1975 limited noneconomic damages to $250,000. However, due to court challenges, the MICRA caps were not consistently applied for a number of years. Researchers examined the effect of MICRA caps in more than 150 cases between 1985 and 2002 where juries awarded noneconomic damages in excess of the state’s damage cap. The injuries varied in type and severity, and some resulted in the death of the patient.\textsuperscript{84}

The average uncapped award per verdict was $1.1 million, while the caps reduced the average to $295,648 (measured in 2002 dollars).\textsuperscript{85} Since the type and degree of injury strongly, if not consistently, influenced the amount of noneconomic damages awarded by juries before the imposition of caps, limiting noneconomic damages had disparate effects on awards for different injuries. For instance:

- Noneconomic payouts for neurological and newborn injuries fell the least (less than 8 percent) after caps were imposed on noneconomic damages, since noneconomic awards for these types of injuries had not been especially high before the caps.

- Noneconomic payouts for injuries that caused pain or disfigurement — but no loss of physical function — were reduced the most by damage caps, more than 70 percent.

These results indicate that juries are swayed by real or perceived pain and suffering and respond by awarding large payouts for noneconomic damages.

Effect of Damage Caps on Physician Behavior. One of the litigation costs previously mentioned is the effect on physician behavior, such as the practice of defensive medicine and avoidance of certain specialties. In a study previously noted, Robert Quinn showed that damage caps have a generally positive but limited effect on physician behavior:\textsuperscript{86}

- In highly litigious states, damage caps reduced lab test revenues, indicating that physicians were less apt to practice defensive medicine.
Noneconomic Damages

In jury trials involving injury or death, the money awarded to plaintiffs sometimes includes noneconomic damages as well as economic damages. Economic damages are awarded for actual and projected expenses and losses, such as medical bills and lost wages. Noneconomic damages are awarded for such things as pain and suffering, disfigurement, mental anguish or loss of consortium. Noneconomic damages can also include punitive damages — monetary penalties that aim to deter defendants from future wrongdoing. The term noneconomic generally refers to a subjective amount that is separate from actual economic compensation, such as lost wages and medical bills.

Punitive damages have historically been limited by a formula — say, two or three times the amount of compensatory damages awarded. Furthermore, some states require punitive damages to be paid into a victims’ compensation fund rather than be paid directly to the plaintiff. This ensures that punitive damages meet the social goal of deterring defendants rather than encouraging litigation by providing additional compensation to plaintiffs and their lawyers.

By contrast, damages for pain and suffering are hard to quantify because pain is subjective and varies from person to person. For instance, it is impossible to really compensate parents for the emotional or psychological loss from the death of a child. But the presumption is that juries and judges who show compassion toward an injured party must somehow compensate them for their emotional experience, be it a painful corrective surgery, a permanent disability, or the loss of a child or other loved one. After all, it seems like the right thing to do.

Paul Rubin, an expert in law and economics, argues against the practice of awarding noneconomic damages to individuals, based on the revealed preferences of consumers. He points out that individuals do not place much value on compensation for pain and suffering because there is no market for that type of insurance coverage. There are markets currently for medical insurance (including psychiatric therapy and counseling), disability insurance and life insurance, which cover medical injuries, lost wages and loss of lifetime income to the family, respectively. But if consumers wanted to be compensated for emotional distress, they would willingly purchase some type of insurance and a market would exist for it. Generally, tort law for malpractice events does not provide any additional benefit to, and is far more expensive than, traditional insurance.

Furthermore, another expert, federal appellate Judge Paul Niemeyer, says there is no rational criteria for noneconomic damages, and that courts have long recognized that such awards violate common law principles. Judges have allowed them because juries frequently award them. Almost as frequently, the trial judge or an appellate court will reduce multimillion-dollar or multibillion-dollar awards for noneconomic damages. Judge Niemeyer argues that because there is no rational basis for pain and suffering damages, the legislature, not judges and juries, should determine a formula or set amount beforehand.

One reason judges may like noneconomic damage awards is because it gives them the discretion to give the victim what, in the judge’s view, is the “just” amount of compensation.

---

4 According to Rubin, about 50 cents of every dollar of awards is consumed by transaction costs, principally attorneys’ fees and court costs.
5 Niemeyer, “Awards for Pain and Suffering: The Irrational Centerpiece of Our Tort System.”
• However, damage caps did not lead to a statistically significant higher percentage of physicians practicing obstetrics or neurosurgery.

**Effect of Damage Caps on Insurance Premiums.** Researchers have not found a direct connection between damage caps and reduced premiums. However, an examination of claims data from the National Practitioner Data Bank by Milliman Consultants and Actuaries concluded:87

• Between 1992 and 2002, paid losses resulting from malpractice claims increased substantially, with a 25 percent jump over a two-year period at the end of the 1990s.

• Premiums per physician were consistently higher in uncapped states than in capped states; in 2002, the average physician premium in a capped state was $12,000 compared to $16,000 in an uncapped state.

• By 2002, malpractice awards and settlements per physician were 46 percent lower in capped states than in uncapped states.

Damage caps allow insurers to better predict their future expenditures on claims, especially if the law mandates periodic payments for large awards. A 2005 study by Harvard law professor W. Kip Viscusi and Patricia Born shows that losses for insurers in states with damage caps were 17 percent lower than in uncapped states.88 A 2006 study from George Mason University found that insurance premiums are positively associated with the dollar amount of awards per doctor, even after controlling for other factors, such as market concentration and the number of claims per doctor.89 In fact, for every $1 increase in awards, insurance premiums increase by $2.89. Both of these studies imply that reductions in awards for noneconomic damages lead to lower malpractice insurance premiums. In fact, recent data from Texas has found that damage caps may have effectively lowered premiums and attracted more physicians to the state. [See sidebar “Damage Caps in Texas”]

**The Collateral Source Rule.** Historically, in setting damage awards, courts have prohibited juries from considering other sources of compensation an injured party could receive, such as life insurance, health insurance or disability insurance. This is called the “collateral source rule.” A repeal of the collateral source rule would prevent “double-dipping” by allowing juries to consider such payments when determining monetary awards. Several states have either repealed the collateral source rule or have limited the cases in which juries must ignore other payments. Some states have mandatory offset rules that require most forms of compensation to be considered when determining awards. Other states have discretionary rules that allow judges to consider other forms of compensation.

Kenneth Thorpe of Emory University found ambiguous effects from the full collateral source rule, the mandatory offset rule and the discretionary
Damage Caps in Texas

In 2003, Texas voters approved a constitutional amendment limiting noneconomic damage awards in malpractice suits to $250,000 per defendant (or $1.6 million for wrongful death). Despite the continuing debate surrounding the effectiveness of damage caps, Texas has seen some remarkable results on physician supply since the caps took effect:¹

- The Texas Medical Board reports that since 2003, 10,878 new physicians have received licenses, up from 8,391 in the prior four years.

- In fact, the influx of physicians has created a backlog of about 2,500 additional license applications waiting to be processed.

The largest gains in physician supply have occurred in obstetrics, orthopedic surgery and neurosurgery. These are specialties that are prone to malpractice litigation.

Moreover, Texas’ malpractice insurance market has grown highly competitive, with 33 companies now writing policies.² Physicians’ malpractice premiums have dropped an average of 21 percent.³ One doctor who recently chose Texas over Mississippi for his urology practice expects to pay only $2,000 for malpractice premiums in 2007, compared to the $60,000 he would have paid had he practiced in Mississippi.⁴


³ Blumenthal, “More Doctors in Texas After Malpractice Caps.”

rule on damage awards. He found that compared to states with the traditional collateral source rule, the loss ratio (portion of each premium dollar spent on claims) was 13.3 percent lower in states with discretionary collateral source rules (offsets considered at a judge’s discretion). Furthermore, in states with both limited discretionary collateral source rules and damage caps, loss ratios were an additional 25 percent lower. The reduced loss ratios translated into higher profitability for insurers, but they did not appear to lower medical malpractice premiums for physicians.

**Periodic Payments.** More than half of all states allow defendants to pay a damage award over time rather than a lump-sum award up front. Period payments (or structured settlements) benefit both plaintiffs and defendants:

- A lump-sum award can be subject to potentially unwise investment decisions by the plaintiff, causing them to spend down their award money before their needs are met.

- However, periodic payments can be invested in an annuity that pays out a guaranteed amount over time to the plaintiff; furthermore, unlike lump sum awards, in which interest on the lump sum is subject to federal taxes, periodic payments (including interest) are tax-free.

- Defendants (insurers, hospitals) can spread the costs over time, allowing them to invest reserves from which they will make payments.

State laws on periodic payments vary. Some states allow periodic payments for damages only over a specific amount. In California, for example, the plaintiff or the defendant may request the court to order periodic payments for damages that exceed $50,000. But awards for lost earnings must be paid in a lump sum to survivors.

Periodic payments can reduce costs. Some states allow the payments to cease once the victim dies, and unlike lump-sum awards periodic payments do not require a present value calculation. One criticism of lump-sum awards is that states often calculate the present value of an injured worker’s future earnings at a lower discount rate than the market interest rate, essentially allowing claimants to profit from lump-sum awards. As a result, workers prefer them over periodic payments, although claimants can spend lump-sum awards before their medical needs end. Indeed, periodic payments can meet the needs of claimants who require long-term care without emptying state patient compensation funds or forcing insurers to raise malpractice premiums in order to pay awards.

**Limiting Attorneys’ Fees.** Some states limit attorney fees in order to reduce the incentive to demand higher awards. For instance, Florida limits fees to one-third of damages up to $1 million, with lower percentages on awards over $1 million. California imposed stricter limits of 15 percent on
The average cost of a simple case with a single defendant, including premediation preparation at an hourly rate, was $5,000, compared to $35,000 for the defense cost of a trial.

- It took less than six months, on the average, to resolve cases in which mediation was ordered, compared to an average of five years to litigate a malpractice claim.

Arbitration is more commonly used to settle disputes between health care providers and patients regarding insurance coverage of treatments rather than malpractice. But that experience shows how arbitration might fare in malpractice situations. For example, California allows but does not require arbitration of medical malpractice disputes. A 1997 survey of 369 physicians and 99 hospitals in California revealed that:

- Only 9 percent of physicians and 9 percent of hospitals use arbitration agreements.
- Physicians who use arbitration agreements are typically associated with HMO plans or are covered by an insurer that strongly encourages the use of arbitration.

Of the physicians who used arbitration agreements:

- Fifty-seven percent did so because their insurer recommended it, while 31 percent reported it is the policy of their practice group.
- More than one-third believed it was cheaper than court trials to resolve disputes.

However, of the physicians and hospitals that did not use arbitration agreements:

- Forty percent of physicians and 19 percent of hospitals reported they were not familiar with them.
- Another 31 percent of physicians and 36 percent of hospitals felt that such agreements “set the wrong tone for the patient,” indicating that patients may view such agreements as adversarial and not in their best interest.
Arbitration agreements in health care disputes, even in an environment as supportive as California, are simply not commonplace.\textsuperscript{102} One of the challenges in using arbitration agreements is that courts do not always enforce them, so the legal system must effectively recognize them as an exclusive remedy or as trial evidence.

**Other Legal Reforms.** A recent study on tort reforms across all 50 states found that a few legal reforms had significant effects on the number and cost of claims:\textsuperscript{103}

- Stronger expert-witness requirements reduced both claim payment levels and the number of claims.
- States that prohibit (or restrict) plaintiffs from informing jurors of the specific amount of damages they are seeking saw a smaller percentage of claims that resulted in payment (although the level of awards were similar), compared to states where juries know the amount of damages sought by plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{104}
- Stronger frivolous-suit penalties were associated with reductions in the paid number of claims and paid claims per physicians, but had no effect on payment levels.

**Health Courts.** Phillip K. Howard, chairman of the legal reform group Common Good, advocates medical courts. In these special courts, medically trained judges would expedite proceedings, thus reducing legal costs and allowing patients to keep more award money.\textsuperscript{105} Charles J. Lockwood of the Yale School of Medicine says medical courts would have other advantages:\textsuperscript{106}

- Judgments would be based on peer-reviewed medical evidence and medical society guidelines, while court experts, not plaintiff and defense attorneys, would gather data.
- Compensation would be based on measurable economic losses, not noneconomic damages or pain and suffering.
- The courts would “work with state medical societies and specialty boards…giving them greater authority than existing state agencies” to monitor physician performance and take action against bad doctors.

Several bills to fund state health court pilot programs have been introduced in Congress, and similar legislation has been proposed in several states.\textsuperscript{107}

How exactly would health courts work? Testifying before the House Subcommittee on Health, Paul Barringer of Common Good described a medical liability court system based on a broader standard of “avoidability,” such as that used in Sweden, rather than negligence.\textsuperscript{108}
To promote consistency in rulings, judges would refer to practice standards such as the National Guideline Clearinghouse at the U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Additionally, health courts would have compensation schedules to ensure that those injured in like manner received more equal compensation and individuals with legitimate medical injuries would have access to compensation.  

### Preventing Errors and Improving Quality

While insurance and tort reforms may be helpful, they will better promote efficiency and quality if the health care system focuses on tracking and preventing medical errors. Many states are working toward this goal as well.

**Patient Safety Databases.** It is often difficult for patients to make wise decisions regarding which doctors or hospitals to use, because they do not have comparable information about the outcome they should expect. Many states have created patient safety databases that allow consumers to research outcomes for various hospitals and physicians. Currently, 20 states have patient safety databases, most of which only require reporting of errors that lead to serious injury or death; reporting less serious errors is voluntary. All but one of the 20 states have confidentiality rules barring use of the information in litigation.  

While little data is available on the effect of such databases on malpractice lawsuit rates, a recent study examined the effect of New York’s Cardiac Surgery Reporting System (CSRS) on patient health outcomes. Harvard University researchers examined CSRS data from 1991 to 1999 on death rates in New York hospitals that performed cardiac catheterization procedures. They found:

- Moving from a low-quality to a higher-quality hospital significantly reduces a patient’s mortality risk.

- At hospitals with low mortality rates, patient admissions increased the first year following a favorable CSRS report, but dropped in the following year.

- Patient admissions at hospitals identified as having a lower quality of surgery declined by about 10 percent during the year following a poor CSRS rating, and remained at that level for three years.

- However, low-quality hospitals were still performing the same number of emergency surgeries as before the report, presumably because patients exercise little discretion in hospital selection during emergencies.

Furthermore, the study suggests that since cardiac surgery is profitable, hospitals with high mortality rates have incentives to reduce their mortality in order to attract more patients. Patient safety databases present two chal-
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Challenges, however. First, health care providers must be willing to report errors. Therefore, states must use the information for consumer education and quality improvements purposes — not for punishment.\textsuperscript{112} Second, consumers must be willing to take responsibility for their health care by using readily available information. According to a national survey by the Kaiser Family Foundation:\textsuperscript{113}

- The majority of consumers (65 percent) would “very likely” obtain information on the quality of physicians, hospitals or health plans from friends and family members.
- But only 37 percent of consumers would obtain information on physician quality from the Internet.
- Furthermore, while patients are concerned about malpractice, only 2 percent consider finding a physician with a “low incidence of medical errors” to be the most important criterion in selecting a physician, although 70 percent believe reports of medical errors or mistakes tell them “a lot” about the quality of a hospital.

Electronic Medical Records. Two bills were introduced in both the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate in 2005 that would fund the implementation of electronic medical records (EMR) for health care providers.\textsuperscript{114} As Robert Wachter and Kaveh Shojania note, “Moving paper from one place to another is always a dicey matter.”\textsuperscript{115} While neither bill has been approved, many states and localities are implementing their own reforms. For example:

- The Medicaid program in Wichita, Kansas, established a pilot program that puts about 90,000 records of patients online for local health care providers; officials expect to eventually expand the program statewide.\textsuperscript{116}
- In Massachusetts, 450 physicians and 150 nurses are participating in a pilot EMR program funded by insurers, hospitals and the state.\textsuperscript{117}

In addition, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has a program that “certifies” EMR products based on a product’s functionality, security and compatibility with other products. So far, 19 companies’ products have been certified.\textsuperscript{118} Eliminating manual record-keeping is expected to reduce medical errors and improve efficiency. Why then, aren’t EMR systems already universal? Experts say it is because insurers don’t typically pay hospitals to install EMR systems or pay doctors to use them.\textsuperscript{119}

Contractual Solutions to Malpractice\textsuperscript{120}

In the mid-1980s, University of Chicago law professor Richard Epstein argued for replacing the tort-law malpractice system with a system in which
liability would be determined by contract.\textsuperscript{121} Epstein’s proposal, however, lacked an institutional mechanism that would make such contracts palatable. As explained below, courts have been reluctant to accept contracts signed in the hospital admissions office, let alone in the emergency room, as a true meeting of the minds. In 1993, Emory University professor Paul Rubin extended Epstein’s idea by describing a reasonable institutional environment for contracts.\textsuperscript{122} Rubin suggested that insurance companies contract with providers and then offer people insurance governed by different legal regimes. In return for waiving the right to sue for pain and suffering and settling for economic damages only, people would be able to purchase lower-priced insurance.\textsuperscript{123}

While Rubin’s contribution is important and moves in the right direction, it does not go far enough. In general, market-based (contract) solutions should be encouraged for all medical malpractice claims — both economic and noneconomic. The following discussion shows how most malpractice issues could be better resolved in the marketplace.

**Free the Patients.** Under the current system, most hospitals and doctors ask their patients to sign a form at the time of treatment releasing the provider from any legal liability in case of a bad outcome. In malpractice suits, the defendants point to the form and claim the plaintiff (victim) has contractually waived her right to sue as a condition of treatment. Courts have routinely dismissed such arguments, however, on the grounds that they do not really constitute informed consent. After all, how can a patient who is ill, frightened and intimidated by the health care system make rational decisions about complex legal liability issues? The position of the courts is understandable, but it has had an unfortunate side effect: Doctors and patients are unable to avoid the costs of the malpractice system through any contract whatsoever.

How can the system give patients and doctors other options, while at the same time protecting patients from making unwise decisions when they are least able to negotiate contracts? One solution is to have the state legislature specify the elements of enforceable contracts in law. Physician boards could identify conditions and procedures that generally have a low risk of death and, therefore, could warrant compensation in the event of a bad outcome. Economists could establish minimum amounts of compensation based on the economic loss from an unexpected death or disability as well as procedures for determining future health costs, if any.

Patients would not be required to agree to such contracts as a condition of treatment although physicians would have the right to restrict their practices to patients who agree to such contracts. However, if the patient and physician voluntarily signed the agreement, it would be binding.

The following provisions should be considered for inclusion in such contracts:

**Compensation without Fault.** This provision obligates the provider to compensate the patient (or family of the patient) in the case of unexpected
death or disability. In the case of an unexpected death, the amount could be set in advance and be generally known to all patients. In the case of an unexpected disability, the contract might use provisions similar to those used to determine disability payments in state workers’ compensation systems. The amount of compensation could be varied by patient characteristics, including the patient’s age and income. In other words, the amount could be based on some of the same criteria the current malpractice system uses — but without judges, jurors, lawyers and courtroom costs.

**Adjustments for Risk.** Not all medical cases are the same. Even if the probability of an unexpected death is low, complications for one patient may create risks twice as high as for another. There must be a way of adjusting for differences in risks, or providers would try to avoid the harder cases. One possibility is to reduce the amount of compensation for the riskier patient (or high-risk procedure). Furthermore, the patient (or the patient’s health insurer) could purchase additional coverage to insure the event. (See the discussion below.)

**Full Disclosure.** As a condition of waiving the patient’s legal right to pursue liability claims under traditional tort law, providers should be required to make certain quality information public. For example:

- For routine surgeries, hospitals and doctors should post (case-adjusted) mortality rates, readmission rates, hospital-acquired infection rates and so forth.
- Providers should also be required to disclose the use of safety measures, including electronic medical records, computer software designed to reduce errors and procedures designed to prevent hospital-acquired infections.
- Additionally, in the case of unexpected death or disability, providers should be required to fully disclose all facts to appropriate investigative bodies so that steps can be taken to prevent future recurrences.

The patient should also be required to provide full disclosure of such routine information as when the last meal was consumed or what other drugs are being taken, since these might lead to adverse medical outcomes.

**Patient Compliance.** Even for simple surgery, patients must comply with certain provider directives, including diet restrictions, full disclosure of medications being taken and so forth. For maternity cases, compliance in the form of prenatal care is more involved and extends over a longer period of time. Failure to comply in all these cases would result in a reduction in the amount of compensation and perhaps no compensation at all.

**Additional Insurance Options.** In most cases, insurance companies will insure contracts. However, once premiums for a doctor, patient and procedure are set, patients could increase the coverage by paying an additional
out-of-pocket premium. For example, if the legislature requires a minimum payout of $500,000 for an unexpected death and the providers have to pay $X of premium for the insurance, patients should be able to pay an additional $X to obtain $1 million of insurance coverage (or any other multiple).

These are only a few provisions that seem reasonable. The reason for having some constraints on the freedom to contract is to promote good social policy and avoid unconscionable outcomes. People will no doubt think of additional items. The list should not be long, however. If too many burdens are placed on the contract, there will be no contracts.

**Advantages.** A liability-by-contract system would have a number of advantages, including the following:

*Advantage No. 1: Insurers rather than patients would become the primary monitors of health care quality.* Under this proposal, a great deal of quality information would be available to patients that is currently unavailable. However, patients would not be the primary monitors of quality. That role would fall to insurers. If doctors could escape the costs and burdens of the liability system by compensating patients for unexpected outcomes, they would naturally want to insure against such payments. So instead of buying malpractice insurance, they would be purchasing what amounts to short-term life insurance on all patients, say, undergoing surgery. In the current system, there are no life and disability insurance products specifically tied to episodes of medical care. However, if the contract system becomes widely used, such products are likely to emerge. In pricing these policies, insurers would have a strong interest in monitoring how doctors practice medicine. The market, rather than bureaucratic bodies, would determine who is a good surgeon and who is a bad one, and those determinations would be reflected in insurance premiums.

*Advantage No. 2: Medical providers would have strong financial incentives to improve quality.* In addition to the fact that malpractice premiums do not accurately reflect the actual incidence of malpractice, physician premiums rarely indicate the quality of medicine they practice. In the reformed system, insurance premiums should be closely related to actual outcomes. Surgeons with high mortality rates will pay higher premiums to insure against unexpected outcomes, other things being equal. These higher premiums, in turn, will constitute a strong financial incentive to find safer ways to perform surgery.

*Advantage No. 3: All the parties responsible for patient care would have strong incentives to cooperate in improving quality.* Under the current system, a patient undergoing surgery typically does not deal with a single doctor responsible for the entire procedure. Instead, the patient (implicitly) contracts with several doctors, each as an independent contractor, for example: the surgeon, the anesthesiologist, the radiologist, the pathologist and the hospital itself. Because each of these entities is independent of the other, none bears the full cost of his or her bad behavior and none reaps the full benefits of
good behavior. Some have proposed making the hospital fully responsible for all malpractice claims. But that practice would not work when most or none of the other parties to the medical incident are hospital employees. Under the proposal envisioned here, all parties to a surgical event, for instance, would have strong incentives to contract with each other and cooperate with each other on error-reducing, quality improving changes (including electronic medical records and hospital infection reduction procedures). The incentives proposed here would avoid the current tort system, offer the patient a contract insured by a single insurer and minimize the cost of that insurance.

Advantage No. 4: Patients will receive cash compensation for unexpected outcomes without the stress or expense of a lawsuit. The loss of a loved one is a traumatic event. The prospect of filing a malpractice lawsuit is also inherently stressful and traumatic. Patients and their families could better face their grief if they received a check without being forced to negotiate with doctors and lawyers, or to endure unpleasant confrontations with an opposing party in litigation. The compensation system envisioned here would put doctors and patients on the same side, with only one obligation — completing the paperwork needed to collect from an insurance company.

Advantage No. 5: Patients and their families could self-insure for additional compensation. How much should a surviving spouse receive for the death of a loved one? The decision will, to a certain extent, be arbitrary — especially if made by a legislative body. However, if the amount is publicized in advance and broadly known, families can make adjustments to meet their expected needs. If the amount is too low, for example, families could buy additional life or disability insurance on their own — including (as described above) insurance under the provider’s insurance contract.

Advantage No. 6: The social cost of a liability-by-contract system is likely to be much lower than the cost of the current system. As noted above, as many as 98,000 people die each year because of errors and mistakes in our health care system — primarily in hospitals. That estimate is probably high. But suppose, for the sake of argument, we accept it; and suppose that the surviving family members of these patients each received a check for $500,000. The total annual cost would be less than $50 billion. To put that number in perspective, note that the total cost of the current malpractice system is estimated to be as much as $200 billion annually, or four times as much. If the average compensation were $250,000, the total cost would equal one-eighth the cost of the current system. Moreover, the current system involves a huge use of real resources — lawyers, judges, courtrooms and so forth. By contrast, the check-writing solution involves very few real resources — other than monitoring and administration costs; it primarily involves moving money from some people to others, leaving real resources to be used in more productive ways. Further, if hospitals were required to pay $500,000 per unexpected death, on the average, the health care system would not continue to sustain 98,000 deaths from medical errors each year. Hospitals would quickly find ways of reducing their error rates.
Advantage No. 7: Health care costs for patients would likely be reduced. Ultimately, patients and potential patients will absorb most of the cost of any compensation system. Just as the cost of malpractice premiums is embedded in the price of patient care, the cost of a liability-by-contract system will also be passed on to patients (and their insurers) in the form of higher prices. However, if the proposed system is socially more efficient, patients will see an overall reduction in health care costs (as well as an increase in quality and better personal protection against untoward events).

Advantage No. 8: Liability by contract is a socially better way of handling sympathetic cases. Some of the most heart-wrenching cases in malpractice law involve newborns facing the prospect of a lifetime of care. Even if the doctors and hospital personnel committed no error, the parents are confronted with an enormous burden — in terms of both time and money. The tendency on the part of jurors, therefore, is to have great sympathy for the plaintiffs. One reason obstetricians’ malpractice premiums are so high is that the system is inching ever closer to a system of liability without fault. But if this is the case, why not move there directly and dispense with the lawyers, judges and juries? The reformed system would handle the sympathetic cases in an efficient, responsible way.

Free the Doctors. A system of liability by contract will not work in all cases. Many patients have a high probability of death or disability. Doctors are unlikely to want to pay the cost of those adverse outcomes, and it would be unreasonable to expect them to do so. Further, when patients seek care at emergency rooms, no one has time to evaluate the likelihood of death or permanent injury prior to the delivery of care. Even in these cases, however, an alternative to the current system is desirable. Accordingly, medical providers who offer their patients the opportunity to escape the current malpractice system by contract should have the chance to escape the system themselves in cases where contracts are impossible or impractical. In particular, these providers would be able to insist as a condition of treatment that all malpractice claims must be submitted to binding, unappealable arbitration by an independent party. (The exception would be cases of gross negligence, discussed below.)

What criteria should arbitrators use in deciding cases? Unlike the liability-by-contract system, here the paramount issue is one of fault. Doctors (and their insurers) pay nothing unless they are found to be at fault, and the amount they pay would be based on the degree to which they are at fault. As in the case of liability by contract, doctors would be freed from the burden of the traditional malpractice system, provided they do certain things. For example, they must make their quality data available to all patients; they must cooperate with all safety bodies; and they must (in arbitration cases) make all relevant data available to the patient without costly discovery.

Free the Experts. All too often, expert witnesses in tort cases are “hired guns.” The same witnesses appear time and again for one side or the

“In cases where contracts are inappropriate, binding arbitration would be an alternative.”
other. They are selected as witnesses precisely because their testimony can be counted upon to be overly generous to one of the two sides. Further, these witnesses are often handsomely paid, which gives them an incentive to continue the practice and become “professional witnesses.” These witnesses would have no role in a properly run system of arbitration. The arbitrators would be free to call on real experts who would be agents of the arbitrator rather than agents of one of the two parties.

A model for the arbitrators is the so-called “vaccine court,” a branch of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims in Washington. The vaccine court was created in 1986 as Congress’ response to a liability crisis. In rare cases, vaccines were being blamed for catastrophic injuries and even death. Manufacturers were threatening to quit the business, which in turn threatened the industry from civil litigation by instituting a system of no-fault compensation. Under the law, aggrieved families file petitions, which are heard by special masters in the vaccine court. Successful claims are paid from a trust fund fed by a 75-cent surcharge per vaccine dose. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services oversees the fund, with the Justice Department acting as its lawyer.127

**Free the Courts.** The reformed system described above should be available in all cases except gross negligence. Medical practitioners should be able to insure against the consequences of their mistakes. There seems to be no socially defensible reason, however, to allow them to contract out of the consequences of gross negligence.

There is evidence that a few of the tort system reforms considered so far have reduced the rate of growth in medical malpractice costs, while others have had little effect. But none has had a noticeable effect on health care quality. As noted, the goals are to: 1) compensate every patient (potentially) who is harmed by a medical error; 2) compensate patients fully; 3) minimize the cost of determining compensation; and 4) encourage health care providers and patients to act in ways that reduce the frequency of errors. Further, an ideal solution would generally allow patients and health care providers to achieve these goals while avoiding the tort liability system altogether. A contractual solution may be the answer.

*This backgrounder was prepared by Pamela Villarreal, policy analyst, John C. Goodman, president, and Joe Barnett, director of publications, of the National Center for Policy Analysis.*

NOTE: Nothing written here should be construed as necessarily reflecting the views of the National Center for Policy Analysis or as an attempt to aid or hinder the passage of any bill before Congress.
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